Identifying the structure of the active sites of human recombinant prolidase.
In this paper we provide a detailed biochemical and structural characterization of the active site of recombinant human prolidase, a dimeric metalloenzyme, whose misfunctioning causes a recessive connective tissue disorder (prolidase deficiency) characterized by severe skin lesions, mental retardation and respiratory tract infections. It is known that the protein can host two metal ions in the active site of each constituent monomer. We prove that two different kinds of metals (Mn and Zn) can be simultaneously present in the protein active sites with the protein partially maintaining its enzymatic activity. Structural information extracted from X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements have been used to yield a full reconstruction of the atomic environment around each one of the two monomeric active sites. In particular, as for the metal ion occupation configuration of the recombinant human prolidase, we have found that one of the two active sites is occupied by two Zn ions and the second one by one Zn and one Mn ion. In both dinuclear units a histidine residue is bound to a Zn ion.